
COMBINATION CIRCULATING HEAD and SCREEN SUB c/w Adjustable Reactive Torque Backup
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www.infocusenergy.com9759 51 Avenue NW,  Edmonton,  AB,  Canada  T6E 4W8

Drill string will rotate freely in both directions until the mud pump is engaged. 
Lockup is in effect until the pump is disengaged, allowing free rotation for connections.

Check back to our website periodically, and follow us on social media. 

Simple. Innovative.

info@infocusenergy.com

DEPLOY.

CIRCULATING HEAD & SCREEN SUB
ANTI-TORQUE SWIVEL

Purpose: For using motors on service rigs instead of power swivels for drilling out cement, retainers, or stage collars.  
The Circulating Head works off of pump pressure; when the pump is kicked in, lockup occurs – thereby taking up 
reactive torque of the mud motor.
A cable sling from the circulating head to either the sand line or winch line must be used in conjunction with the 
circulating head. When the mud pump is cut out, the circulating head releases allowing free rotation left or right, 
thus allowing making or breaking of connections. There is also a screen in the circulating head to keep operators 
from pumping contaminants downhole that could possibly plug off the mud motor.
To simplify the use of the mud motor, a pressure gauge should be incorporated from the stand pipe and placed 
somewhere near the driller’s console in order to be visible at all times. At depths of 100 meters or more, drill collars 
are not required.
After running in to required depth (where cement, retainer, bridge plug or stage collars are) simply lift off bottom 
and start the mud pump at the proper flow rate. 
After the mud pump is activated in the off bottom position, simply read the pump pressure gauge. Once drilling 
begins, the operator can keep pump pressure between 100-150 psi over and above off-bottom pressure.  
(Eg. If off-bottom pressure is 600 psi, apply enough weight to the bit to keep pressure at 700-750 psi.)
NOTE: Pressures will vary somewhat at different depths. If high pressures occur, then the motor has either stalled 
out or there are heavy contaminants downhole such as green cement or contaminated cement which has not set 
up. Contaminated conditions will be obvious right at the start. If they occur, trip out 4-6 stands of pipe and circulate 
down to solid formation. 
Motor stalling in solid formations will be noticed on the pressure gauge, usually at double the off-bottom pressure. 
In stalled situations, lift off-bottom and gently put weight back on the bit. These situations usually occur when break-
ing through retainers, etc., or when chewing up rubber in plugs. If excessive pump pressures continue, check the 
screen in the circulating head.
If persistent stalling occurs with little or no weight on bit, most likely the power section is worn and needs to be 
replaced. 

Maximum Operating Pressure: 3000 psi 
Maximum Pressure: 6500 psi (based on compensator line hose) 
2-7/8” version shown here.  3-1/2” version available

FEATURES & BENEFITS

MOTORS vs. POWER SWIVELS - Workover Rig Applications

Pick-up Sub 
for 2 7/8” elevators

125,000 LB Yield
300,000 Tensile

2 7/8” E.U.E. connection
with milled flats

Break connection here 
to clean or change mud 

screen

Milled flat for easy make-
up and break-out

Standard Kelly 
hose hookup

2 7/8” E.U.E. connection

Adjustment for Kelly hose
and backup relationship

Reactive torque backup
(multi-positional),

to be connected to
sandline or winch line


